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Chapter 1 : "DCI Banks" Undertow: Part 1 (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The murder of Annie Le occurred September 8, , on the campus of Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, United
States. Annie Marie Le (July 3, - September 8, ) was a year-old doctoral student at the Yale School of Medicine 's
Department of Pharmacology.

She had an older sister, Margot. Edith was the more devout parent, while Otto was interested in scholarly
pursuits and had an extensive library; both parents encouraged the children to read. Both houses still exist.
Otto Frank remained in Frankfurt, but after receiving an offer to start a company in Amsterdam, he moved
there to organize the business and to arrange accommodations for his family. By February , Edith and the
children had joined him in Amsterdam. The Franks were among , Jews who fled Germany between and
Margot demonstrated ability in arithmetic, and Anne showed aptitude for reading and writing. In , Otto Frank
started a second company, Pectacon, which was a wholesaler of herbs, pickling salts , and mixed spices , used
in the production of sausages. Anne became a friend of Jacqueline van Maarsen in the Lyceum. He transferred
his shares in Pectacon to Johannes Kleiman and resigned as director. The company was liquidated and all
assets transferred to Gies and Company, headed by Jan Gies. In December, Otto followed a similar process to
save Opekta. The businesses continued with little obvious change and their survival allowed Otto to earn a
minimal income, but sufficient to provide for his family. Although it was an autograph book , bound with
red-and-white checkered cloth [17] and with a small lock on the front, Frank decided she would use it as a
diary, [18] and she began writing in it almost immediately. In her entry dated 20 June , she lists many of the
restrictions placed upon the lives of the Dutch Jewish population. As the Associated Press reports: This hiding
place became known as the Achterhuis translated as "Secret Annex" in English editions of the diary. Their
apartment was left in a state of disarray to create the impression that they had left suddenly, and Otto left a
note that hinted they were going to Switzerland. As Jews were not allowed to use public transport, they
walked several kilometres from their home. The only connection between the outside world and the occupants
of the house, they kept the occupants informed of war news and political developments. They catered to all of
their needs, ensured their safety, and supplied them with food, a task that grew more difficult with the passage
of time. Frank wrote of their dedication and of their efforts to boost morale within the household during the
most dangerous of times. All were aware that, if caught, they could face the death penalty for sheltering Jews.
Hermann, Auguste, and year-old Peter, and then in November by Fritz Pfeffer , a dentist and friend of the
family. Frank wrote of her pleasure at having new people to talk to, but tensions quickly developed within the
group forced to live in such confined conditions. After sharing her room with Pfeffer, she found him to be
insufferable and resented his intrusion, [26] and she clashed with Auguste van Pels, whom she regarded as
foolish. She regarded Hermann van Pels and Fritz Pfeffer as selfish, particularly in regard to the amount of
food they consumed. She received her first kiss from him, but her infatuation with him began to wane as she
questioned whether her feelings for him were genuine, or resulted from their shared confinement. She
considered herself to be closest emotionally to her father, who later commented, "I got on better with Anne
than with Margot, who was more attached to her mother. As Anne began to mature, the sisters were able to
confide in each other. With this realization, Frank began to treat her mother with a degree of tolerance and
respect. In addition to providing a narrative of events as they occurred, she wrote about her feelings, beliefs,
and ambitions, subjects she felt she could not discuss with anyone. As her confidence in her writing grew, and
as she began to mature, she wrote of more abstract subjects such as her belief in God, and how she defined
human nature. I know I can write But I want to achieve more than that. I need to have something besides a
husband and children to devote myself to! I want to go on living even after my death! When I write I can
shake off all my cares. My sorrow disappears, my spirits are revived! On 5 August they were transferred to the
Huis van Bewaring House of Detention , an overcrowded prison on the Weteringschans. Two days later they
were transported to the Westerbork transit camp , through which by that time more than , Jews, mostly Dutch
and German, had passed. Having been arrested in hiding, they were considered criminals and sent to the
Punishment Barracks for hard labour. They collected them, as well as several family photograph albums, and
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Gies resolved to return them to Anne after the war. On 7 August , Gies attempted to facilitate the release of the
prisoners by confronting Silberbauer and offering him money to intervene, but he refused. Night watchman
Martin Sleegers and an unidentified police officer investigated a burglary at the premises in April and came
across the bookcase concealing the secret door. Another suspect is stockroom manager Willem van Maaren.
The Annex occupants did not trust him, as he seemed inquisitive regarding people entering the stockroom
after hours. He once unexpectedly asked the employees whether there had previously been a Mr. Frank at the
office. Several of these suspects knew one another and might have worked in collaboration. While virtually
everyone connected with the betrayal was interrogated after the war, no one was definitively identified as
being the informant. Johannes was the one who constructed the bookcase covering the entrance to the hiding
place. However, it does not rule out betrayal. Those deemed able to work were admitted into the camp, and
those deemed unfit for labour were immediately killed. Of the 1, passengers, â€”including all children younger
than 15â€”were sent directly to the gas chambers. Anne Frank, who had turned 15 three months earlier, was
one of the youngest people spared from her transport. She was soon made aware that most people were gassed
upon arrival and never learned that the entire group from the Achterhuis had survived this selection. She
reasoned that her father, in his mid-fifties and not particularly robust, had been killed immediately after they
were separated. By day, the women were used as slave labour and Frank was forced to haul rocks and dig rolls
of sod; by night, they were crammed into overcrowded barracks. Some witnesses later testified Frank became
withdrawn and tearful when she saw children being led to the gas chambers; others reported that more often
she displayed strength and courage. Her gregarious and confident nature allowed her to obtain extra bread
rations for her mother, sister, and herself. The Frank sisters were moved into an infirmary, which was in a state
of constant darkness and infested with rats and mice. Edith Frank stopped eating, saving every morsel of food
for her daughters and passing her rations to them through a hole she made at the bottom of the infirmary wall.
Bloeme Evers-Emden was scheduled to be on this transport, but Anne was prohibited from going because she
had developed scabies, and her mother and sister opted to stay with her. Bloeme went on without them. Edith
Frank was left behind and died from starvation. Frank was briefly reunited with two friends, Hanneli Goslar
and Nanette Blitz , who were confined in another section of the camp. Goslar and Blitz survived the war, and
discussed the brief conversations they had conducted with Frank through a fence. Blitz described Anne as
bald, emaciated, and shivering. Neither of them saw Margot, as she was too weak to leave her bunk. Anne told
Blitz and Goslar she believed her parents were dead, and for that reason she did not wish to live any longer.
Goslar later estimated their meetings had taken place in late January or early February Witnesses later
testified Margot fell from her bunk in her weakened state and was killed by the shock. Anne died a few days
after Margot. It was long thought that their deaths occurred only a few weeks before British soldiers liberated
the camp on 15 April , [58] but research in indicated that they may have died as early as February. After the
war, it was estimated that only 5, of the , Jews deported from the Netherlands between and survived. An
estimated 30, Jews remained in the Netherlands, with many people aided by the Dutch underground.
Approximately two-thirds of this group survived the war. After the war ended, he returned to Amsterdam,
where he was sheltered by Jan and Miep Gies as he attempted to locate his family. He learned of the death of
his wife, Edith, in Auschwitz, but remained hopeful that his daughters had survived. After several weeks, he
discovered Margot and Anne had also died. Otto Frank later commented that he had not realized Anne had
kept such an accurate and well-written record of their time in hiding. In his memoir, he described the painful
process of reading the diary, recognizing the events described and recalling that he had already heard some of
the more amusing episodes read aloud by his daughter. He saw for the first time the more private side of his
daughter and those sections of the diary she had not discussed with anyone, noting, "For me it was a revelation
I had no idea of the depth of her thoughts and feelings She had kept all these feelings to herself". She candidly
described her life, her family and companions, and their situation, while beginning to recognize her ambition
to write fiction for publication. She began editing her writing, removing some sections and rewriting others,
with a view to publication. Her original notebook was supplemented by additional notebooks and loose-leaf
sheets of paper. She created pseudonyms for the members of the household and the helpers. Otto Frank used
her original diary, known as "version A", and her edited version, known as "version B", to produce the first
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version for publication. Although he restored the true identities of his own family, he retained all of the other
pseudonyms. The first American edition, published in under the title Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl ,
was positively reviewed. The book was successful in France, Germany, and the United States, but in the
United Kingdom it failed to attract an audience and by was out of print. Its most noteworthy success was in
Japan, where it received critical acclaim and sold more than , copies in its first edition. In Japan, Anne Frank
quickly was identified as an important cultural figure who represented the destruction of youth during the war.
It was followed by the movie The Diary of Anne Frank , which was a critical and commercial success. It
includes comparisons from all known versions, both edited and unedited.
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Chapter 2 : Annie Phillips | Friday the 13th Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Party girl Annie Foran is found strangled in the back seat of a customer's car at the exclusive restaurant Club Nova.
Suspicion falls on her ex-boyfriend, baseball sensation Eddie Dineen, See full summary.

Part 1 0 Shares Email It was barely 6 a. Annie, a year-old high school junior, was a passionate artist. Growing
up in a devout Catholic family, Annie liked drawing crosses, but her obsession was capturing her cherished
dog, Breezy Max. She was a good student who played basketball and made her mother Mary Jane laugh. Her
parents say Annie acted young for her age. She was sheltered and a homebody, with a small circle of friends.
Any signs of the car? Mary Jane and her son Sam drove the six hours straight back home from New York that
night and waited with her husband for word. A man taking out the trash had discovered the body of a white
female teenager behind one of the industrial dumpsters on site. Jones, a year veteran Baltimore police officer,
said his first thought was it was a homicide. The Baltimore police stand firmly behind their findings. Jones
said there was no apparent cause of death and no apparent signs of trauma to the body. While searching the
area, he quickly found a backpack nearby. Jones drove to Alexandria to break the news to her parents in
person. The McCanns collapsed into grief. Nothing in the note hinted at where she was going. Mary Jane said
the family had no connection to Baltimore. Inside the car, they found a tiny clue -- a fingerprint that matched
someone already in the police database. Baltimore police said the print belonged to a teenage boy, who when
questioned by police said he and his friends came across the car in the projects and found Annie face down in
the backseat but claimed she was already dead. One of the boys allegedly involved, police said, was Darnell
Kinlaw, who would turn up in another case later. When the autopsy was completed, the results were shocking.
They began to wonder if the medical examiner could lose her organs, was there something else that was
botched? Worst of all, they believed they saw signs of sexual abuse. They enlisted famed medical examiner,
Dr. The McCanns also contacted Dr. The girl in the drawing had dark hair and was older than Annie, late teens
or early 20s, and looking disheveled. The McCanns publicized the sketch, hoping someone would recognize
the young woman. There were several leads, but they have never been able to track the woman down. Sean
Jones is the lead investigator in the Annie McCann case. A year-old woman named Lakeisha Player was found
dead, her car stolen. But despite the seeming similarities between the two cases, Jones argued they were
different circumstances. Nearly eight years after Annie was found dead, they got their chance. Then finally,
Kinlaw agreed to meet with them. The Baltimore police, including Col. Stanley Branford, chief of the
Criminal Investigation Division, continue to stand by their conclusion that Annie McCann committed suicide
by drinking Bactine. They cite several notes Annie wrote, including the letter she left on her bed and two other
notes found with her personal effects near her car. We responded to every piece of information that came in.
Bill Manion, a board-certified forensic pathologist independent of the McCann investigation. Manion
estimates he has determined the cause and manner of death in approximately 2, cases and said not one of them
involved Bactine or Lidocaine. Michael Baden, who reviewed the autopsy results for the McCanns, saying
otherwise. Even in a half bottle, there are roughly two grams, and that would be enough to cause death. Like
the McCanns, he believes a second large bruise on the side of her head is significant. He also does not believe
he saw any evidence to support Annie having been sexually assaulted. He also does not believe the other mark
on her forehead was a cigarette burn. So then that takes us away from the suicide and more to the homicide
aspect. Her death needs to be changed to homicideâ€¦ as bitter as we are [at the Baltimore police], we
sometimes have to remind ourselves none of them actually killed Annie.
Chapter 3 : Raymond Clark III "Control Freak"; Did It Lead to Annie Le's Murder? - CBS News
Three months after Annie's death, Jim Kontsis, the private investigator hired by the McCanns, who had been poking
around and showing Annie's photo to people on the streets of Baltimore, found.

Chapter 4 : Was Annie McCannâ€™s Death Suicide or Murder?
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This episode aired on 4/10/64 Guest Stars: John Cassavetes, Gena Rowlands, Don Ameche, Wendell Corey, Sterling
Holloway, Seymour Cassel and Jackie Coogan.

Chapter 5 : Sorry, this content is not available in your region.
Annie was a design student at university in Brighton (Annie's Life Story) where she met the supposed love of her life,
Owen blog.quintoapp.com two of them formed a relationship a bought a house together.

Chapter 6 : The Annie McCann Case: 5 Fast Facts You Need to Know | blog.quintoapp.com
Dec 4, Annie Borjesson from Sweden was found dead in Prestwick, Scotland. At the time she lived in Edinburgh but was
found dead, probably drowned, on the shore close to Prestwick Airport from where she always traveled back to Sweden.

Chapter 7 : Burke's Law - Season 1, Episode Who Killed Annie Foran? - blog.quintoapp.com
Photo by Brad Horrigan/New Haven Register less New Haven--Annie Le's brother Chris Le, center, address the media
outside New Haven Superior Court Friday afternoon after the sentencing of.

Chapter 8 : Annie Sawyer | Being Human Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Annie Haynes is improving as the Inspector Stoddart series progresses. The strength is in the following of the police
procedure, the sense of working it out through thought processes and following clues.

Chapter 9 : "Burke's Law" Who Killed Annie Foran? (TV Episode ) - IMDb
Her mother, Vivian Van Le, told the Clark she would never be able to understand why he had killed her daughter. She
kept her voice calm as she said: 'I will never hug Annie again.
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